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Abstract. In this paper we study the distribution of obligations
together with their associated sanctions among agents belonging to
collective entities like groups and organizations. We model the dis-
tribution as a negotiation process among the agents, we model the
behavior of the agents in a qualitative game theory, and we formal-
ize them in a logical framework. We characterize collective obliga-
tions according to the way the responsibility in case of violation is
attributed to individual agents or to the whole set of agents, where
we distinguish among violations during the negotiation and during
the execution of the task. We also show that in some cases it is a
drawback to be the only agent able to see to the fulfilment of part of
an obligation, but in other cases it may be an advantage, because of
the power it gives to the agent during the negotiation.

1 Introduction

Organizational concepts are introduced in multiagent systems to con-
trol their emergent behavior. Agents are organized in groups [10] or
assigned to roles, and obligations are assigned to agents based on
their roles’ responsibilities. Obligations are assigned also to collec-
tive entities like groups and organizations, for example, when these
entities are recognized by the law as legal persons [13], or when obli-
gations are delegated in an organization in a top down manner to
the departments. The distribution of group and organizational obli-
gations raises the question of which agents are responsible in case of
violation and which ones are sanctioned.

In this paper we study how an obligation with explicit sanctions
directed to a set of agents is distributed among them. We provide a
formal model in which the distribution of obligations is the result of a
negotiation process [14, 17] among the agents, where the negotiation
model makes the dependencies between agents explicit. One issue
we study in our framework is how the distribution of obligations –
comparable to the distribution of group, joint and social goals – is
related to the distribution of responsibility and sanctions, and another
issue we study in our framework is the role played by the abilities of
the agents in the distribution process.

Dignum and Royakkers [9] discuss the difference between general
obligations, e.g., “cyclists have to give way to motor vehicles”, and
collective ones, e.g., “John and Paul have to move the table”, and
how the obligation is distributed to the agents, e.g., “John takes one
end of the table and Paul the other”. Cholvy and Garion [8] refine
this approach and claim that if there is a set of agents subject to an
obligation to perform some task, then “the derivation of individual
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obligations from collective obligations depends on several parame-
ters, among which the ability of the agents”. If an agent is the only
one able to perform a part of that task, then it is obliged to do that part
and it is also obliged to do that towards the other members of the set.
Their motivating example is based on three children who are obliged
by their mother to prepare the table for dinner. The oldest child is the
only one who is tall enough to get the glasses on the cupboard. The
whole group is responsible for the violation of the collective obliga-
tion, but in case the violation is due to the fact that the oldest boy did
not bring the glasses, only he “can be taken responsible by the group
because he was the only one able to take the glasses”.

The formal framework we introduce can be used for a more fine
grained analysis of the example, including the following issues.

• It considers various task distributions, because the agents have to
find an agreement on how to distribute the tasks. This agreement
is the result of a negotiation which has to take into account the
dependence relations among the agents. E.g., the kids are first
obliged to negotiate the distribution of the obligation, and then,
only if they find a successful distribution of obligations, the oldest
kid becomes obliged to see to the glasses.

• It distinguishes, on the one hand, between the obligations and the
sanctions associated with the violations of these obligations, in-
cluding violations during the distribution process. In the example,
if the negotiation is unsuccessful, then the children have violated
the negotiation obligation and are punished, but the oldest child is
not punished for not seeing to the glasses.

• It explains the apparent conflict between the obligation of the old-
est boy and the analysis based on dependence and power struc-
tures, as is common in social theory and which has been promoted
in agent theory by Castelfranchi [7]. According to this alternative
view, the ability possessed by only one agent makes the remain-
ing agents depend on him, since they lack the power to do part of
the task they are obliged to. The oldest boy is in the best position,
rather than having an additional burden and being sanctioned both
for not respecting the collective obligation and his own obligation;
the reason is that he has more power in the negotiation for the dis-
tribution of the task, and, by exercising this power, he may end up
doing less than the other boys.

We focus on “sets of agents” rather than “groups of agents” to
avoid the assumption that a group is cooperating to a shared goal.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our
conceptual model of normative multiagent systems, in Section 3 we
introduce the negotiation model, and in Section 4 we discuss the role
of the agent’s abilities with respect to the dependencies between the
agents, and we discuss the classification of collective obligations.



2 Normative multiagent system

The conceptual model consists of a set of agents (A), which are de-
scribed (AD) by a set of boolean variables (X), includingdecision
variablesrepresenting the actions they can perform, and desires (D)
guiding their decision making. Desires can be conflicting, and the
way the agents resolve their conflicts is described by a priority re-
lation (≥) that expresses their agent characteristics [5]. The priority
relation is defined on the powerset of the desires such that a wide
range of characteristics can be described.

Definition 1 (AS) An agent set is a tuple〈A, X, D, AD,≥〉:
• the agentsA, variablesX, desiresD are three finite disjoint sets.
• an agent descriptionAD : A → 2X∪D is a complete function

that maps each agent to sets of variables (its decision variables)
and desires. For each agenta ∈ A, we writeXa for X ∩ AD(a)
andDa for D∩AD(a). We write parametersP = X \∪a∈AXa.

• a priority relation≥: A → 2D × 2D is a function from agents
to a transitive and reflexive relation on the powerset of the desires
containing at least the subset relation. We write≥a for ≥(a).

Desires are abstract concepts which are described by – though con-
ceptually not identified with – rules (R) built from literals (L). Back-
ground knowledge and integrity constraints are formalized by a set
of effect rules (E).

Definition 2 (MAS) A multiagent system is a tuple
〈A, X, D, AD, E, MD,≥〉, where 〈A, X, D, AD,≥〉 is an
agent set, and:

• the set of literals built fromX, written asLit(X), is X ∪ {¬x |
x ∈ X}, and the set of rules built fromX, written asRul(X) =
2Lit(X) × Lit(X), is the set of pairs of a set of literals built from
X and a literal built fromX, written as{l1, . . . , ln} → l. We
also writel1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l and whenn = 0 we write> → l.
Moreover, forx ∈ X we write∼x for ¬x and∼¬x for x.

• the set of effectsE ⊆ Rul(X) is a set of rules built fromX.
• the motivational descriptionMD : D → Rul(X) is a complete

function from the sets of desires to the set of rules built fromX.
For S ⊆ D, we writeMD(S) = {MD(s) | s ∈ S}.
The following example represents our running example of the

boys preparing the table as a multiagent system. For notational con-
venience we sometimes write agents as parameter of a proposition,
e.g.,get glasses(boy1), which does not mean that we have quantifi-
cation in the logic, but which just means that the whole expression is
a single proposition.

Example 1 The following multiagent systemMAS contains three
boys that can prepare a table.

A = {boy1, boy2, boy3}
X = {prepared table, early to bed, get glasses, get drinks,
get sheet, get forks, get dishes, get glasses(a),
get drinks(a), get sheet(a), get forks(a), get dishes(a) |
a ∈ A}
Xboy1 = {get glasses(boy1), get drinks(boy1),
get sheet(boy1), get forks(boy1), get dishes(boy1)}
Xa = {get drinks(a), get sheet(a), get forks(a),
get dishes(a)} for a ∈ {boy2, boy3}
MD(Da) ⊇ {> → ¬get glasses(a),> → ¬get drinks(a),
> → ¬get sheet(a),> → ¬get forks(a),
> → ¬get dishes(a),> → ¬early to bed} for a ∈ A

E = {get glasses(a) → get glasses, get drinks(a) →
get drinks, get sheet(a) → get sheet, get forks(a) →
get forks, get dishes(a) → get dishes, get glasses ∧
get drinks ∧ get sheet ∧ get forks ∧ get dishes →
prepared table | a ∈ A}
≥a⊇ {> → ¬early to bed} > {> → ¬get glasses(a)} >
{> → ¬get drinks(a)} > ... for eacha ∈ {boy1, boy2, boy3}.

We now extend the multiagent system to a normative multiagent
system to take norms into account and formalize collective obliga-
tions. To describe the normative system, we introduce a set of norms
(N ) and a norm description that associates violations with variables
(V).

Definition 3 (NMAS) A normative multiagent systemNMAS
is a tuple 〈A, X, D, AD, E, MD,≥, N, V 〉 where MAS =
〈A, X, D, AD, E,≥〉 is our multiagent system, and moreover:

• the normsN is a set disjoint fromA, X andD.
• the norm descriptionV : N × 2A → P is a function that

maps pairs of a norm and a set of agents to parameters, where
V (n, {a1, . . . , ai}) represents that the parameter counts as a vi-
olation of the normn by the set of agents{a1, . . . , ai} ⊆ A .

We define sanction-based obligations in the normative multia-
gent system using an extension of Anderson’s well-known reduction
[1, 12] which we discuss in [3, 4]: violations and sanctions are con-
sequences of not fulfilling a norm.

Definition 4 (Obligation) Let NMAS =
〈A, X, D, AD, E, MD,≥, N, V 〉. We say that NMAS |=
OG(x, s | Y ) wherex ∈ Lit(X), s ∈ Lit(P ), Y ⊆ Lit(X) and
G ⊆ A iff ∃n ∈ N such that:

• Y ∧ ∼x → V (n, G) ∈ E: there is a violation of normn by the
set of agentsG if x is false in contextY .

• V (n, G) → s ∈ E: the violation is sanctioned withs.
• Y →∼s ∈ MD(Da) for eacha ∈ G: the sanction is disliked by

each agent of the setG.

If the setG of the addresses of the obligation is a singleton, then
the obligation is individual, otherwise it is a collective obligation.
The difference with a general obligation like “cyclists have to give
way to motor vehicles” is that the∼x is a violation of the entire set
of agents as a whole and that the sanctions is disliked by all the
agents. An individual obligation requires instead that the violation is
attributed to a single agent (Y ∧ ∼x → V (n, {a}) ∈ E) and that
the sanction is disliked by the agent who committed the violation
(Y →∼sa ∈ MD(Da)).

The following example illustrates the normative multiagent system
in the running example.

Example 2 We extend the multiagent systemMAS to a normative
multiagent systemNMAS imposing the obligation to prepare the
table to the children or else they are sanctioned by going to bed early:
N = {n}
V = {V (n, {boy1, boy2, boy3})}
E = {¬prepared table → V (n, {boy1, boy2, boy3}),
V (n, {boy1, boy2, boy3}) → early to bed}
hence,
NMAS |= O{boy1,boy2,boy3}(prepared table, early to bed | >)



A decision of agents is a set of literals that does not lead to a
contradiction. To define this notion, we have to introduce a logic for
rules, for which we use a simple input/output logic [11].

Definition 5 LetB ⊆ Rul(X) be a set of rules, andC ⊆ Lit(X) a
set of literals. The output ofB applied toC, written asout(B, C), is
∪i=0...∞outi(B, C) with out0(B, C) = C and outi+1(B, C) =
outi(B, C) ∪ {l | l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l ∈ B, {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆
outi(B, C)}. B is consistent in contextC, written ascons(B |
C), iff there do not exist two contradictory literalsp and ¬p in
out(B, C).

Agents evaluate states of affairs consequent to decisions accord-
ing to which desires remain unfulfilled. There are various ways in
which the preference relation can be lifted to a preference relation on
sets of states; here we assume that every state of the former has to
be preferred to each state of the latter. The set of optimal decisions
is a subset of the decisions, which depend on the agents’ preference
relation, which, in turn, depends on the agents’ desires. In this pa-
per we do not detail the derivation of the optimal decisions from the
preference relation; such definitions can be based on equilibria or on
recursive modelling, and are discussed elsewhere [2, 3, 4].

Definition 6 Let NMAS be a normative multiagent system.

• The set of decisions∆ in contextC ⊆ Lit(X) is
∆ = {δ ⊆ Lit(X \ P ) | cons(E | δ ∪ C)}

• Agenta ∈ A prefers a state of affairsS1 ⊆ Lit(X) to another
oneS2 ⊆ Lit(X) iff U(S2, a) >a U(S1, a), where
U(S, a) = {d ∈ Da | MD(d) = L → l, L ⊆ S
andl 6∈ S}.

• The preference relationÂ: A → 22Lit(X)×22Lit(X)
of the agents

is a relation on sets of sets of literals such thatT1 Âa T2 iff
∀S1 ∈ T1, S2 ∈ T2 : U(S2, a) >a U(S1, a).

• The set of optimal decisions is a subset of∆.

The preference relation is used to evaluate the results of the negoti-
ation, which is introduced in the following section. The next example
illustrates decisions in the normative multiagent system.

Example 3 Consider two alternative decisions, where we assume
that all variables not explicitly mentioned are false (i.e., we assume
the closed world assumption for decisions):
δ1 = {get glasses(boy1), get drinks(boy2), get sheet(boy2),
get forks(boy3), get dishes(boy3)}
δ2 = {get forks(boy3), get dishes(boy3)}

Their consequent states of affairs are, respectively:
S1 = out(E, δ1) = {prepared table, get glasses(boy1),
get drinks(boy2), get sheet(boy2), get forks(boy3),
get dishes(boy3)}
S2 = out(E, δ2) = {get forks(boy3), get dishes(boy3),
V (n, {boy1, boy2, boy3}), early to bed}

If we consider agentboy1, given that it does not desire neither
getting the glasses nor going to bed early (MD(Dboy1) ⊇ {> →
¬get glasses(boy1),> → ¬early to bed}), its unfulfilled desires
are:
U(S1, boy1) = {> → get glasses(boy1)}
U(S2, boy1) = {> → early to bed}

Since, from Example 1,U(S2, boy1) >boy1 U(S1, boy1), agent
boy1 ∈ A prefersS1 overS2.

In the example, there is no incentive for the agents to choose one
particular distribution of the decisions which lead toprepare table.
In the following section we therefore describe the negotiation proto-
col to distribute the obligation among the agents.

3 Negotiation protocol

A negotiation protocol is described by a sequence of negotiation ac-
tions which either lead to success or failure. In this paper we only
consider protocols in which the agents propose a so-called deal, and
when an agent has made such a proposal, then the other agents can
either accept or reject it. Moreover, they can also end the negotiation
process without any result.

Definition 7 (Protocol) A negotiation protocol is a tupleNP =
〈Ag, deals, actions, valid, finished, broken〉 where:

• the agentsAg, deals andactions are three disjoint sets, such that
actions = {propose(a, d), accept(a, d), reject(a, d) | a ∈
Ag, d ∈ deals} ∪ {breakit(a) | a ∈ Ag}.

• valid, finished, broken are sets of finite sequences ofactions.

Given a normative multiagent system, the negotiation protocol for
achieving an agreement on an obligation is an instantiation of a deal-
based protocol. We assume that the agents involved are ordered (≤),
that a sequence of actions (a history) is valid when each agent does
an action respecting this order. More precisely, one agent after the
other has to make a proposal for distributing the obligation (τδ) and
distributing the sanction (τσ), where the distribution of the obligation
has not been proposed before by this agent. Then, after each proposal,
the other agents have to accept or reject this proposal, again respect-
ing the order, until they all accept it or one of them rejects it. When it
is an agent’s turn to make a proposal, it can also end the negotiation
by breaking it. The history isfinished when all agent have accepted
the last deal, andbroken when the last agent has ended the negotia-
tions. For simplicity we assume that each agent has to contribute to
the achievement of the task, that an agent can only propose or accept
tasks it can execute (τδ(a) ⊆ Lit(Xa)), and that only deals can be
proposed that are not partial and lead to the achievement of the task
to be distributed.

Definition 8 (NMAS protocol) Given a normative multiagent sys-
tem NMAS = 〈A, X, D, AD, E, MD,≥, N, V 〉, a negotiation
protocol for NMAS |= OG(x, s | Y ) and total order≤ is a
NP = 〈Ag, deals, actions, valid, finished, broken〉, where:

• the set of agentsAg = G ⊆ A consists of the agents which have
to distribute the taskg = Y → x;

• ≤ ⊆ Ag ×Ag is a total order onAg,
• the set of dealsτ(g) is the set of pairs〈τδ, τσ〉, whereτδ is a set

of decisionsτδ : A → 2Lit(X) such that the taskg is satisfied
by the consequences of the consistent decisionδ = ∪a∈Agτδ(a):
g ∈ out(E, δ ∪ Y ) and∀a ∈ Ag : δa 6= ∅ andcons(E, δ ∪ Y )
together with a sanctionτσ : A → Lit(X) that maps each agent
a to a sanction (Y →∼ τσ(a) ∈ MD(Da)) which is imposed
when the agent does not fulfill its part of the taskτδ(a);

• a historyh is a sequence of actions, andvalid(h) holds if:

– thepropose andbreakit actions in the sequence respect≤,

– eachpropose is followed by a sequence ofaccept or reject
actions respecting≤ until either all agents have accepted the
deal or one agent has rejected it,

– there is no double occurrence of a proposalpropose(a, τ(g))
of same deal by any agenta ∈ G, and

– the sequenceh ends iff either all agents have accepted the last
proposal (finished(h)) or the last agent has broken the nego-
tiation (broken(h)) instead of making a new proposal.



The following example illustrates the negotiation protocol.

Example 4 Given an obligation
O{boy1,boy2,boy3}(prepared table, early to bed | >) with its
taskg = > → prepared table, theNMAS protocol is:
Ag = G = {boy1, boy2, boy3}
Deals = the sets of pairs 〈τδ, τσ〉 where the set
of decisions τδ belongs to the set ∆ = {δ =
{get glasses(a1), get drinks(a2), get sheet(a3),
get forks(a4), get dishes(a5)} | a1, . . . , a5 ∈ Ag ∧ δ ∩ Xa 6=
∅ for eacha ∈ Ag}. Andτσ is a tuple of|Ag| elements specifying a
sanctionsi ∈ X for every agent inAg.
Here is a historyh, whereboy1 proposes something which is not ac-
cepted, butboy2 thereafter proposes a distribution which is accepted:

action1 : propose(boy1, d1 = 〈τδ, 〈s1, s2, s3〉〉) where
τδ = {get glasses(boy1), get drinks(boy2),
get sheet(boy3), get forks(boy3), get dishes(boy3)}

action2 : accept(boy2, d1)
action3 : reject(boy3, d1)
action4 : propose(boy2, d2 = 〈τ ′δ, 〈s1, s2, s3〉〉) where

τ ′δ = {get glasses(boy1), get drinks(boy2),
get sheet(boy2), get forks(boy3), get dishes(boy3)}

action5 : accept(boy3, d2)
action6 : accept(boy1, d2)

We havevalid(h), because the order of action respects≤, and we
haveaccepted(h), because the history ends with acceptance by all
agents (action5 andaction6) after a proposal (action4).

Finally we define how agents make decisions in the normative
multiagent system together with the interaction protocol. The games
we define are as follows. First the agents negotiate the distribution
of an obligation, then they make a decision in the normative multi-
agent system to either fulfill the obligations or accept the associated
sanctions. To define such games, we have to define the effect of the
negotiation as an update of the system with the accepted deal to-
gether with its sanctions, and we have to define how the normative
system sanctions the agent that has broken the negotiations. For the
former, an agreement creates a set of obligations for the set of agents.
An agreement works like a contract [2]: the agreement creates the
obligations for the agents to perform the part of the task they have
agreed upon. For the latter, we assume that there is a known penalty
(π) for the agent who breaks the negotiations (which may depend
on the agent, e.g., older boys may be punished harder for breaking
negotiations than the younger ones).

Definition 9 (Effect of negotiation) Let:

• NMAS be the system〈A, X, D, AD, E, MD,≥, N, V 〉 and
• NP = 〈Ag, deals, actions, valid, finished, broken〉 be a ne-

gotiation protocol for the obligationOG(x, s | Y ) based on a
total order≤ ⊆ Ag ×Ag, and

• a break penaltyπ : Ag → Lit(X) be a function from agents to
literals, such that> →∼π(a) ∈ MD(Da) for a ∈ Ag.

The effect of the negotiation with historyh is the normative multia-
gent systemNMAS′ defined as follows:

• If the negotiation is successful (finished(h)), with deal and
sanctionsτ(g), thenNMAS′ is NMAS together withY ∧ ∼
τδ(a) → V (n, {a}) and V (n, {a}) → τσ(a) added toE for
each agenta ∈ G.

• If the negotiation is broken by agenta, then> → π(a) is added
to E.

The set of possible outcomes of the historyh, written as
outcomes(h) = {out(E, δ) | δ ∈ ∆ is optimal}, is the set of the
consequences of the optimal decisions ofNMAS′.

The games the agents can play in this extended qualitative game
theory are as follows. Due to the fact that the number of possible
distributions of obligations is finite, the histories and the number of
histories are finite too, thus the definition is well founded.

Definition 10 A historyh1 dominates a historyh2 at stepi if they
have the same set of actions at step1 . . . i − 1, are optimal for step
i + 1 . . ., andoutcomes(h1) Âa outcomes(h2), agenta perform-
ing actioni prefers the set of possible outcomes ofh1 to the set of
possible outcomes ofh2.

A history is optimal at stepi if it is not dominated by another
history, and it is optimal at all stepsj > i.

A history is optimal if it is optimal at step 1.

The behavior of agents in the negotiation protocol is illustrated in
the following example.

Example 5 Consider two historiesh as above andh′ which is like
h until action3 while it continues in this way:
action4 : propose(boy3, d3 = 〈τ ′′δ , 〈s1, s2, s3〉〉) where
τ ′′δ = {get glasses(boy1), get drinks(boy2), get sheet(boy2),
get forks(boy2), get dishes(boy3)}
action5 : accept(boy1, d3)
action6 : reject(boy3, d3)
action7 : breakit(boy1)

If we consider history h, the outcomes for agentboy1

depend on whether it respects the task assigned to it
or not and on whether the other agents do their part:
{{get glasses(boy1), get drinks(boy2), ...},
{early to bed,¬get glasses(boy1), τσ(boy1), ...},
{early to bed, get glasses(boy1),¬get drinks(boy2), ...}, ...}
In case of historyh′, since agentboy1 breaks the negotiation, the

outcome contains a double sanction:{{early to bed, π(boy1)}}. If
doing its part of the task is preferred to the sanctionπ(boy1), thenh
dominatesh′.

4 Analysis

In this section we use our formal framework to analyze the role of
abilities of agents in the distribution of obligations and sanctions,
and to classify collective obligations.

4.1 Abilities of agents

In some cases it is a drawback to be the only agent able to see to the
fulfilment of part of an obligation, but in other cases it may be an
advantage, because of the power it gives to the agent over the other
agents during the negotiation.

The argument for the latter has a backward induction character
which is characteristic of game theory paradoxes like the centipede
[6]. The agents know that they will break the negotiation if they are
not able to accept or to reply to the last proposal with another pro-
posal. But an agent who is not able to perform some action cannot
propose a deal where it assigns this action to himself. Hence, it knows
that it has a smaller number of possible proposals to reply with to its
partners when it rejects a proposal. At a certain point of the nego-
tiation, it will run out of counterproposals, so it will be compelled
to break the negotiation. Being responsible for a breakdown of the



negotiation can lead to be punished or punished more than the part-
ners. As a consequence, the rational strategy for such an agent is to
accept a proposal of its partners or to propose a deal which is less
favorable to him but which is executable by him, before running out
of its alternatives.

In the following table we represent an example where agentsa and
b negotiate how to distribute actionsx, y andz. Agentb, however, is
not able to perform actionz. Assume the costs of actions are respec-
tively 5, 3 and 1. The first two columns represent the distribution of
actions in a deal, the third one the costs for the agents, the fourth one
their preferences and the last one the order of proposals.

a b cost preference bid
x y z 8 1 6 a4
x z y 6 3 5 1 b1
y z x 4 5 3 2 b2
z x y 1 8 1 3 a1
y x z 3 6 2 a2
x y z 5 4 4 a3

Agentb should accept the first proposal (a1) of agenta (thata does
only z andb does bothx andy): it knows that, if it continues, after
the proposalb2 it cannot accept any proposal of agenta (a2 − a4).
These proposals all assign tob the actionz it cannot execute, and it
is compelled to refuse them, since it has no counterproposal to do.

4.2 Characterizing collective obligations

The distinguishing feature of obligation distribution protocols is that
deals consist of the distribution of the obligations (τδ), as well as the
distribution of the associated sanctions (τσ). We assume that both
distributions are made at the same time. Another option is a two stage
negotiation protocol, in which first the obligations are distributed,
and in a second round the agents negotiate the sanctions (though this
approach seems to have some drawbacks). Yet another issue is the
distinction between two interpretations of sanctions, either as cues
that the other agents see to their task, or as decommitment possibili-
ties for the agents themselves [15, 16].

Our model distinguishes among three types of sanctions:

• the sanction associated with the obligation, which is imposed
when the obligation is violated, regardless which agent is respon-
sible for it;

• the sanctions associated with the negotiated deal, which are im-
posed if one of the agents does not fulfill its part of the deal; this
is at least a sanction for the agent that does not fulfill its part, i.e.,
its absence is desired by this agent, but it may also be a sanction
for more or even all agents involved;

• the sanctions associated with the break penaltyπ, which are at
least a sanction for the agent that breaks the negotiation, but which
also may be a sanction for more or all of the agents involved, e.g.,
we may have not only> →∼π(a) ∈ MD(Da), but the norma-
tive system can also see to it that> →∼π(a) ∈ MD(Db) for all
agentsb ∈ Ag.

We characterize collective obligations according to the way the
responsibility in case of violation is attributed to individual agents
or the whole set of agents, that is the balance between the first two
types of sanction, and the responsibility is attributed in case of broken
negotiation, that is the third type of sanction. For example, consider
the case of the United Nations which obliges two conflicting nations
for make peace. The UNO may consider liable for the violation of
the obligation the nation which causes a failure of negotiations rather
than both the parties.

5 Summary and closing remarks

In this paper we consider the distribution of obligations directed to
collectives. We claim that the distribution of obligations is the result
of a negotiation process among the agents: they have to find an agree-
ment about how to execute a set of actions which fulfill the collective
obligation. We distinguish different types of collective obligations
depending on the responsibilities assigned during the negotiation or
execution phase.

The normative multiagent system we propose can be extended
with obligations defined in terms of desires and goals of the nor-
mative systems, permissions as exceptions, and norms for policies
in virtual communities. In this paper, violations are consequences of
the lack of the fulfilment of an obligation and the sanctions are conse-
quences of violations. In reality, both considering something as a vi-
olation and sanctioning an agent are autonomous actions performed
by the normative system which can be thought as having the goal
of sanctioning violations. So, the normative system can be consid-
ered as an agent, which the agents subject to obligations play games
with [4]. Further work is the development of the process of creating
obligations as result of institutional actions like contracts, as in [2].
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